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INTRODUCTION 
THE right derived functors of inverse limits in module categories were introduced by Roos in 
[S]. In that paper, Roos showed that the higher inverse limitsc vanish for i > 1 if the 
indexing category is the ordered set N (this will be the case throughout this note). In [4], 
Grothendieck introduced the Mittag-Leffler condition and showed that it implies the 
vanishing of !im (i.e.fi-acyclicity). Even though the converse is true for inverse systems 
of countable abelian groups or countably generated vector spaces (as shown in [ 1, Appendix], 
[3]), in general, the vanishing of li& does not imply the Mittag-Leffler condition. 
In this note, we show that an inverse system % satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition if 
and only ifg (% 0 E) = 0 for any module E. It turns out that it is sufficient o verify the 
vanishing ofE (JF @ E) when E is any extension ring of the ground ring. Therefore, the 
Mittag-Leffler condition is equivalent o the universal vanishing of lim’. 
As an application, we obtain a new proof of the fact that the cyclhomology of affine 
algebras over a field of characteristic 0 satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. Some further 
consequences for the cyclic homology of associative algebras are analyzed in [2]. 
THE RESULTS 
Unless otherwise specified, k will be a fixed ring, all tensor products will be over k and all 
inverse systems will be indexed by N and consist of right k-modules. 
If F = (X,), is an inverse system whose structural morphisms are denoted by S, then 
lim 3 (resp. li& 57) is the kernel (resp. cokernel) of the map 1 - S: &X, + n,,,X,,,. - 
For any left k-module E and i = 0,l there are canonical morphisms of abelian groups 
which are determined by the commutative diagram 
(&l)@E + (n,X+E + (&X+E + (E +E + 0 
0 -+c (%‘OE) + l-LPI (Xm 0 E) + n,,,(X, @ E) + !im’(.Y @ E) + 0 
where \Y,,s is given by (x,), 0 e H(X, 8 e),. (We note that, while the bottom row of the 
above diagram is exact, in general, the top row is exact only at the last two places.) 
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Remarks 1. (i) If E = k’*’ is free there is a commutative diagram 
h’(LiY @ E) = li&@“‘) - lim’(x*). - 
In particular, @h,E is injective if E is free (or, more generally, projective). 
(ii) Let 6 : 0 + S’ + X + 3” -+ 0 be a short exact sequence of inverse systems. Using the 
naturality of a”, one can show that coker a):,,, v is a quotient of coker ah, v. Moreover, if 
E is flat the maps (I);,,,, Oi,E and @iP,,E, i = 0, 1, induce a morphism of 6-term exact 
sequences (s8) 0 E -ts(b @I E). 
(iii) Let Y, be the image of the canonical map crs:&% + X,,,. Then, the system 
Y = ( Y,), is surjective (i.e. its structural morphisms are surjective) and the inclusion Y E X 
induces an isomorphism*Y =E%. One can show that if E is projective Y, 8 E is the 
image of the canonical map ~:@‘a; hence, a& coincides with @$,E in this case. 
PROPOSITION 2. For an inverse system $5 = (X,), the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The canonical map a: :EI + X, is injective for m>>O. 
(ii) (D& is an isomorphism for any projective left k-module E. 
(iii) @i,, is an isomorphism for some free left k-module E of infinite rank. 
Zf k is afield the above conditions are equivalent to 
(iv) dimk(coker@$J I K,, for some infinite dimensional vector space E. 
Proof: Considering the inverse system Y of Remark 1 (iii), we reduce to the case where 
the system SF is surjective. Let F =ES and F, = keraz, so that X, = F/F,,,. 
(i) s (ii) This follows since (i) implies that the system %+ is eventually constant. 
(iii) + (i) Let us suppose that F, is non-zero for all m and choose f, E F,\ (0). We also 
consider a countable family (e,,JnrcN which extends to a basis of E. Then, CnsN f, @I em is 
a well-defined element of@@ 0 E) which does not belong to the image of @$,E. This 
contradicts (iii) and hence we must have F, = 0 for m>>O. 
We now assume that k is a field and prove that (iv) = (i). We shall need the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a family (At)rsR of subsets of N such that for any t < t’ in R we have 
A, c A,, and the diflerence A,, \ A, is infinite. 
Proof: We fix a bijection g between N and N x Z and consider for any t E R the subset 
A, of N x Z &N consisting of pairs (a, b) with b < ta. Viewing N x Z as a subset of the right 
half plane ((x,y) E R’: x 2 0}, one verifies that the family (A1)lER has the required 
properties. 
Proof of Proposition 2 (continued). We suppose as before that F, # 0 for all m and 
choose f, E F,\(O). I n order to reach a contradiction, we consider a family (A,),, R of 
subsets of N as in Lemma 3 and a countable linearly independent family (e,),, N of E. Then, 
the family (t,),, n of ,l& (S @ E) which is defined by r, = CntcA, fnt 63 e,, t E R, is linearly 
independent modulo im (I$,. 0 
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Remark 4. If E is not projective the injectivity of 0: does not necessarily imply that 
Q&E is an isomorphism. We obtain a counterexample by letting k = Z, E = Q and 
considering the inverse system which is associated with a strictly decreasing filtration of Z. 
Given an inverse system X = (X,), and n E N, we shall use the following notations. If 
m 2 n we denote by X,, the image of the structural morphism X,+X, and let 
X = t-b X,,. We shall consider the inverse system %‘n which, in degree m, is given by 
X:,“if m 2 n and 0 if m < n and note that there is a canonical epimorphism !E + S’.. We 
shall also consider the quotient 5!.-(n) of the system with constant value X, in degrees m 2 n 
and 0 in degrees m < n by its subsystem SY,,, i.e. we define xc,,) = (Xcn&,, by 
X(n)m = 
i 
X,IX?l, if mTn 
0 if m<n. 
Remark l(ii) shows that for any flat left k-module E there is a commutative diagram with 
exact rows 
x,QE - 
X,,QE - _ lim(?E~,, 0 E) - li&(S-n @ E) - 0. 
In particular, if E is flat there is an isomorphism 
coker O&.,, E N coker Qk,,E. (1) 
Let us recall that an inverse system ?E = (X,), satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition if 
for all n the degreasing filtration of X, by the images of X,, m 2 n, is eventually constant. If 
this is the case, we havee 55 = 0 (cf. [4, Ch. 0, Proposition 13.2.21). Also, we note that if 
SY satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition and E is any left k-module the inverse system 
S- @ E satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition as well. 
THEOREM 5. For an inverse system .!T the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system 3 satisjies the Mittag-LefJler condition. 
(ii) @i,E is an isomorphism for any left k-module E. 
(iii) @i,E is an isomorphism for somefree left k-module E of infinite rank. 
Zf k is afield the above conditions are equivalent to 
(iv) dim,(cokerO&,E) < tfO for some infinite dimensional vector space E. 
Proof: (iii) =z. (i) Using the canonical epimorphism ?E -+ !E” and Remark l(ii), we 
conclude that Q&n,E is surjective for all n. Then, (1) shows that Q$,.,,E is also surjective and 
hence an isomorphism (Remark l(i)). Hence, Proposition 2 implies that the canonical 
map am %I :E3, ) + X,/X,, is injective for m >>O. Since X,/X,, E lim !E(.,, it follows that 
X,, = X,, for m”>>O. 
- 
In order to show that (iv) =S (i) in the case where k is a field, we proceed along the same 
lines as above using the implication (iv) * (i) of Proposition 2. 0 
COROLLARY 6. For an inverse system .!iT the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system % satisfies the Mittag-LejZer condition. 
(ii) !im (% @ E) = 0 for any left k-module E. 
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(iii) li$ (3 @ E) = Of or some free left k-module E of infinite rank. 
Zf k is a field the above conditions are equivalent to 
(iv) dim Jli& (% 0 E)) < K0 for some infinite-dimensional vector space E. 
COROLLARY 7. For an inverse system % the following are equivalent: 
(i) The system 3 satisjes the Mittag-Lef/Eer condition. 
(ii) h& (9” 0 K) = 0 for any ring extension K of k. 
Remarks 8. (i) Let us suppose that X is an inverse system over a field k and consider 
a field extension K/k such that there are intermediate fields K, c K2 with dim x, K2 = K,, 
(this condition is satisfied if, for example, k is a countable subfield of K = C). Then, if 
dim,(@ (X @ K)) 5 No the system % satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. In order to 
verify this, we can replace 3 by the system % 0 K1 of K,-vector spaces and hence assume 
that k=K1. Using the naturality of 0’ and its injectivity, one can show that 
@ (s? @ KZ) is countably generated as a K,-vector space and hence as a k-vector space as 
well. It remains to invoke Corollary 6. 
As an application, let us suppose that we can associate with any affine algebra A over 
a field kA an inverse system %(A/k,) of k,-vector spaces, such that: 
(a) %(A @,“K/K) = X(A/k,) OkA K for any field extension K/k”, and 
(/I) dim, (@%(4/C)) I No for any affine C-algebra A. 
Then, X(A/k,) satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition for any affine algebra A over a field 
kA of characteristic 0. (An example where the above situation arises is the cyclic homology of 
algebras. Therefore, we obtain a new proof of [l, Theorem 2.71.) 
(ii) Let us fix an inverse system % = (C,), of non-negatively graded cochain complexes 
of right k-modules such that the system %Zp = (CL),,, satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition 
for all p (this is the case if, for example, VP is surjective for all p), For any non-negatively 
graded cochain complex D of left k-modules we consider the cochain map 
which is given in degree n by @p+q=.@)$,Dq. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For all p the inverse system HP(%) = (HP(&)), satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condi- 
tion and the canonical map (T:(‘): lim HP(%) + HP(&) is injective for m 9 0. 
(fi) %,D is a quasi-isomorphism for any*cochain complex D consisting of a projective left 
k-module concentrated in degree 0. 
(y) (& is a quasi-isomorphism for some cochain complex D consisting of a free left 
k-module of infinite rank concentrated in degree 0. 
(6) QV,D is a quasi-isomorphism for any cochain complex D consisting of a flat left 
k-module of finite projective dimension concentrated in degree 0. 
(E) %,D is a quasi-isomorphism for any non-negatively graded cochain complex D of 
flat left k-modules of finite projective dimension. 
Indeed, one can show that (a), (b) and (y) are equivalent using Proposition 2, Theorem 
5 and the short exact sequence relating the cohomology of an inverse limit of complexes to 
the inverse limit of their cohomology. The equivalence of (/I) and (6) follows by induction 
on the projective dimension, while a spectral sequence argument shows that (6) o (E). 
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